
Catalytically inactive Gla-domainless factor Xa binds
to TFPI and restores ex vivo coagulation in 
hemophilia plasma

New hemophilia treatments aim at releasing the inhi-
bition of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) on the
extrinsic tenase. Our team has demonstrated that Gla-
domainless factor Xa (GD-FXa) can restore coagulation in
FVIII- or FIX-deficient plasmas and is unable to trigger
coagulation per se. In parallel, a catalytically inactive ver-
sion of GD-FXa, Andexanet alfa, was proposed as anti-
dote to direct oral anticoagulants targeting FXa. Here we
show by molecular modeling that GD-FXa and inactive
S195A GD-FXa have similar binding properties to TFPI
Kunitz 2 domain. The binding parameters between TFPI
and inactive S195A GD-FXa, measured using surface
plasmon resonance, were similar to those of plasma-
derived GD-FXa. As previously found for GD-FXa, inac-
tive GD-FXa was able to restore thrombin generation in
FVIII- and FIX-deficient plasmas as well as in plasmas
from hemophiliacs. We, therefore, propose to use catalyt-
ically inactive GD-FXa in hemophilia.
The problem of inhibitors to substitution factors used

to treat hemophilia makes the search for new treatments
highly desirable.1 Releasing TFPI inhibition towards the
extrinsic tenase is a strategy of choice, and several
approaches have been adopted to achieve this and are in
clinical trials.2,3  Indeed, when the intrinsic tenase path-
way leading to factor Xa (FXa) activation is blocked due
to FVIII or FIX deficiency, a small amount of FXa can be
generated by the extrinsic tenase (FVIIa/tissue factor), but
it is immediately neutralized by binding of TFPI through
its Kunitz 2 (K2) domain while the Kunitz 1 (K1) domain
of TFPI subsequently binds to FVIIa, inhibiting  the
tenase.4,5 Our team has postulated an original anti-TFPI
strategy, Gla-domainless factor Xa (GD-FXa), deprived of
its membrane binding domain, and we have validated the
proof of concept of this approach. Indeed, GD-FXa recon-
stituted thrombin generation in plasmas from hemophil-
iacs.6,7 During its production as recombinant protein,
GD-FXa was very unstable due to auto-proteolysis.8

Simultaneously, a catalytically inactive version of GD-
FXa, Andexanet alfa, was developed and tested as anti-
dote to direct oral anticoagulants targeting FXa.9  This
S195A GD-FXa molecule has now passed the phase III
procedure and is  being evaluated for  approval as a new

drug by the US Food & Drug Administration. During the
phase III study, thrombotic complications were observed
and the hypothesis of an interaction with TFPI was
raised.10,11 Because of stability problems encountered with
wild-type GD-FXa, the inactive S195A GD-FXa mutant
appeared easier to handle for biological experiments. We,
therefore, decided to study the binding properties of inac-
tive GD-Xa to TFPI both in silico and ex vivo. 
We used molecular modeling and molecular dynamics

to characterize the binding interface between TFPI K2
domain and either the wild-type or S195A catalytic
domains of FXa. Both models were built and submitted
to molecular dynamics (see Online Supplementary
Appendix). The simulations showed that the S195A
mutation did not significantly modify the molecular
interface with the K2 domain either  structurally or ener-
getically.
For recombinant protein expression, a drosophila S2

expression system was chosen and GD-FXa was pro-
duced as a single polypeptide in which the heavy and the
light chains were separated by a double furin cleavage
site.12 Wild-type GD-FXa could not be purified due to
auto-proteolysis. For control experiments, we used plas-
ma-derived GD-FXa that was more stable. In contrast,
the S195A mutant was expressed at a higher level in the
supernatant of S2 cells and was purified to near homo-
geneity. SDS-PAGE analysis showed that the protein was
95% pure, and mass spectrometry showed that the pro-
tein was properly processed at the furin cleavage site (see
Online Supplementary Appendix). Recombinant TFPI alpha
was produced in the same system.
Direct binding of S195A GD-FXa and plasma-derived

GD-FXa to immobilized TFPI was measured by surface
plasmon resonance spectroscopy (SPR). S195A GD-FXa
displayed association and dissociation curves that could
be fitted to a 1:1 Langmuir binding model (Figure 1). The
KD was 1.49±0.09 nM for plasma-derived GD-FXa and
1.99±0.23 nM for S195A GD-FXa. Thus, both proteins
were able to bind similarly with high affinity to immobi-
lized TFPI.
We then assessed the effect of inactive GD-FXa in

thrombin generation assays in Factor VIII immuno-
depleted plasma using Hemker’s method.13 Thrombin
generation induced by S195A GD-FXa on factor VIII-defi-
cient plasma showed a dose-dependent effect (Figure 2)
that was comparable to that of previously studied plas-
ma-derived GD-FXa.6 The same result was found in FIX
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Figure 1. Representative kinetic analysis of the
interaction of S195A GD-FXa with immobilized tis-
sue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI). The GD-FXa sam-
ples were injected at the indicated concentrations
over immobilized TFPI (1300 RU) in 18 mM Hepes,
135 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 0.005% surfactant
P20, pH 7.35. Binding is expressed in resonance
units (RU). Fits are shown as red lines and were
obtained by global fitting of the data using a 1:1
Langmuir binding model. The KD was calculated from
3 independent experiments.



immuno-depleted plasma. In addition, we tested plasmas
from 4 severe hemophilia A patients and 4 severe hemo-
philia B patients. We checked that the same results could
be obtained with different batches of S195A GD-FXa.
Parameters of thrombin generation are summarized in
Table 1. In all cases, the effect of S195A GD-FXa did not
increase at concentrations above 40 nM and the values
were comparable to the relevant positive controls. In the
case of hemophilia A with inhibitors, as expected, Factor
VIII did not restore thrombin generation unless in 10-fold
excess, but S195A GD-FXa did restore thrombin genera-
tion perfectly well. 
We checked that the protein could not replace FXa in

FX-deficient plasma and that S195A GD-FXa-induced
thrombin generation was dependent on tissue factor.
Thus, inactive GD-FXa behaves like wild-type GD-FXa
and could be suitable for treatment of hemophilia A and
B even in the presence of inhibitors.

We had previously proposed that GD-FXa was a bait to
TFPI and provided the proof of concept of this approach
using plasma-derived GD-FXa protein.6 Production of
GD-FXa as recombinant protein was not successful. In
contrast, the catalytically inactive mutant was successful-
ly produced and used as antidote to direct oral anticoag-
ulants,8 but the  general view was that a functional active
site was required for TFPI binding. Indeed, Broze had
shown that diisopropylfluorophosphate-treated FXa lost
its ability to bind to TFPI.14 However, the reported proco-
agulant effects of Andexanet alfa during its phase III trial
suggested some TFPI binding capacity.10 Although a cat-
alytically inactive molecule was expected to be totally
safe, neutralization of TFPI by Andexanet alfa may have
contributed to some of the reported thrombotic events. 
We performed molecular dynamics to show that the

S195A mutation does not significantly modify the bind-
ing interface of the serine protease domain with the K2
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Figure 2. Correction of thrombin generation by
S195A GD-FXa in FVIII-immuno-depleted plasma.
FVIII-immuno-depleted plasma (Stago) was spiked
with S195A GD-FXa at low tissue factor concentra-
tion: 1 pM tissue factor and 4 µM phospholipids
[PPP-reagent low, (Stago), final concentration]. The
positive control was made with recombinant FVIII
(Octocog alpha, Bayer).

Table 1. Parameters of thrombin generation assay after supplementation of hemophilia A and B plasmas and immuno-depleted plasmas by
S195A GD-FXa.

Various sources of plasma were used as indicated and dose-effect curves were performed with S195A GD-FXa. Thrombin generation assays were performed in triplicates
according to Hemker.13 The thrombin generation parameters (mean values) are indicated. Values obtained from normal pooled plasmas are given for reference. ns: no sig-
nal; np: no peak; +indicates the relevant positive control, either recombinant FVIII (1 U/mL, Octocog alpha, Bayer) in hemophilia A and FVIII-deficient plasmas, or plasma-
derived FIX (1 U/mL, Cryopep) in hemophilia B and FIX-deficient plasmas, or plasma-derived FX (1 U/mL, Cryopep) in FX-deficient plasma. For hemophilia A plasma with
50 Bethesda units (BU) inhibitor, values from a positive control with 10 U/mL of recombinant FVIII are indicated in parentheses. 



domain of TFPI, at both structural and energetic levels,
and that the theoretical affinity is unchanged. We then
set up expression systems and produced the protein
S195A GD-FXa as a single chain in the drosophila S2 cell
line with the activation peptide replaced by a double
furin cleavage site. The S195A GD-FXa was properly
processed by furin, efficiently secreted in the cell culture
medium, and could be easily purified. Moreover, SPR
experiments showed that inactive GD-FXa was able to
bind to TFPI with affinity constants similar to those of
the plasma-derived GD-FXa protein, and that it could
reconstitute thrombin generation in factor VIII- and IX-
deficient plasmas, and also  in plasmas from hemophili-
acs. 
We, thus, propose a new application for a known prod-

uct, Andexanet alpha or S195A GD-FXa, as a novel anti-
hemophilia treatment (MC Dagher et al., 2017, Patent
Pending. FR 17 53060). Having no catalytic activity, this
protein cannot substitute for FXa even at high doses, and
is, therefore, perfectly secure in the context of hemophil-
ia. This potential new hemophilia treatment now
requires testing in animal models. The choice of the ani-
mal model is crucial as the mouse TFPI sequence has an
insertion of six amino acids in the basic C-terminal region
involved in prothrombinase inhibition and thus could
behave differently from human TFPI.4  A rabbit model of
hemophilia would be ideal to prove the efficiency and
safety of S195A GD-FXa as the rabbit TFPI sequence dif-
fers from that of human TFPI by only one amino acid in
the C-terminal basic region.
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